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The Student Flight Instruction Program will resume next year in
June 2020 weather permitting.
Beginner's Night: Wednesday afternoons/evenings. Contact our qualified Flight Instructors for free flight
instruction. It is recommended that you make an appointment with Ray Dray or Skip Gram for flight
instruction.

Call Ray Dray at (cell) 261-0930 or (home) 775-6933.
Call Skip Gram at (507) 273-2748

Student Flight Instruction Program
Student flight instruction is provided free of charge during the flying season, June through
September, by one of our qualified flight instructors.






Please call Ray Dray at 261-0930 (cell) or 775-6933 (home) or Skip Gram at 273-2748 to set up an
appointment for flight instruction. They can answer any questions you might have.
You should read and understand the club rules that are posted online and at the field. If you have
any questions have your instructor clarify them during the first flight lesson.
http://www.marionrcflyers.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=20&Itemid=16
Please call our club instructor to make an appointment for flight training. This will assure that
there will be somebody at the field to assist you.
After completing your lessons you will need to join the AMA and our club to be allowed to fly at
our club field. Join the AMA at https://www.modelaircraft.org/joinrenew.aspx. To join our club,
contact Wayne Brown at 319-4406. Our membership forms can be found in the New Pilot Info link
to the left.

The available instructors are listed below:
Instructor

Phone Number
261-0930 cell

Ray Dray

Special Information
Airplane Instruction

775-6933 Home
Skip Gram







273-2748

Airplane Instruction

If using your own airplane for flight lessons you should make sure your radio equipment has been
charged and the switches are in the off position before you arrive at the field. If you do not own
your own airplane you can use the club training aircraft at no charge to you.
When you arrive at the field ask for your instructor. He will provide direction on where and how to
set up the airplane for instruction.
Pay attention to what your instructor has to say and show you. He will show you proper flying field
procedures and etiquette. You can learn by observing how pilots set up and fly their aircraft.
Relax and take your time. If you feel tired or worn out call it a day and schedule a lesson for
another day. When learning to fly it may take more lessons than expected.
When your instructor says you are ready you will complete a check flight, where you will be asked
to do three takeoffs and landings, demonstrate the correct pattern and flying field etiquette. After
successful completion you will then be considered a qualified R/C Pilot and allowed to fly solo
without an instructor.



You can request additional lessons at any time. These can include aerobatic maneuvers.

Meeting Minutes
September 11, 2019
Call to order: 7:00 pm
Treasurer’s report: Accounts in good order
Officers in attendance: Wayne Brown; Judi Snyder
Members in attendance (includes Officers): 9
New Business:
1. The club members in attendance discussed as a thank you to Brian Poss for his
re-shingling the shelter roof and other improvements to the club field he is
given a paid five year membership to the club to run from 2020 until 2025. This
was passed unanimously.
2. Brian Poss will use our field during April 2020 to host a special gathering of the
Boy Scouts to work on their aviation merit badges. They have done this in the
past and it was fun and enjoyable to have them there.
3. Day light Savings Time goes into effect November 3, 2019.
Old Business:
1. The end of Summer Fun Fly was held on September 14th. Weather was fair and
everyone enjoyed themselves. Nice to see so many in attendance.
Adjourn: 7:10 pm
Academy of Model Aeronautics --- September 27, 2019
We want to notify our clubs that the Experimental Aircraft Association (EAA), with the support of AMA, has launched a
new program intended to introduce youth to hands-on building and flying Radio Control (RC) aircraft. The program,
Young Eagles Build and Fly, offers clubs a great opportunity to help EAA chapters share the joys of model aviation, and
possibly open the door to future club and AMA membership.
EAA has asked its chapters to seek AMA volunteer assistance for their RC expertise. You might hear from an EAA
chapter soon!
"The path from RC modeling to full-scale aviation is a long-established and successful one," said Chad Budreau, AMA's
executive director. "AMA clubs nationwide have the facilities and enthusiasm to welcome and engage a new generation
of fliers. We eagerly join with EAA and our partners to make this program a widespread success."

To learn more about this program, visit:
www.EAA.org/BuildandFly

Frequently Asked Questions
Find and EAA Chapter
For more information, contact Ilona Maine at ilonam@modelaircraft.org

New Technology Weakley

Written by Lucas Weakley
New Technology
as seen in the Summer 2019 issue of Park Pilot

After building a handful of model airplanes, I began to dread making all of the servo linkages. This
step usually took the longest and was the most tedious.
For the longest time, all of the control surfaces weren’t deflecting symmetrically or linearly. This
inconsistency led me to spend more time programming my radio to correct these mechanical
imbalances. I later learned the importance of conscious control surface geometry, and now I tailor
each linkage to every control surface’s needs.
To start, let’s design the ideal control linkage. This geometry will use the entire 90° servo range,
symmetrically deflect the control surface, and maintain linear motion through the entire deflection
arc. If nothing else, setting up all control surfaces on a model with these guidelines will yield the
most consistent performance and latitude when programming things in a radio later.
In an ideal control linkage, the servo arm is perpendicular to the mounted surfaces, the control
horn connection holes are directly over the pivot point of the control surface (when there is no
control surface deflection), and the linkage connecting the servo arm and control horn is parallel to
the control surface.
This linkage geometry utilizes the most linear range of the servo’s arc by keeping the servo arm
and control horn parallel to each other and perpendicular to the control surface.

This illustration shows the movement of an ideal control linkage. Notice how the control surface
moves symmetrically with the full servo range. The sign convention for deflections here remains the
same in all other images as well.

The linkage geometry can also be modified to get more or less control surface deflection out of the
same servo arm throw. This is achieved by changing which holes the connecting wire is linked to.
To get the most range, connect the farthest hole from the center of the servo arm to the hole closest
to the pivot point on the control horn. To get the least range, do the opposite and connect the
closest hole to the center of the servo arm with the farthest hole from the pivot point on the control
horn.
As long as the servo arm and control horn remain parallel, and the control horn holes are over the
pivot point, these changes won’t noticeably affect the symmetry and linearity of the control surface
movement.
There are some tradeoffs with varying the control surface deflection this way. More deflection
means more coarse movement and more torque required by the servo. Less deflection gives finer
movement and less torque required from the servo. Most park flyers will have such low flight
loads that servo torque isn’t a concern; however, increasing the servo range, as I described earlier,
could make trimming and programming the servo more difficult.
Servos step through their rotational arc in increments—not as a smooth movement. If the linkage is
set for the maximum movement, it amplifies these increments. A click of trim might make an
adjustment of a few degrees at the control surface. When the servo is commanded to move, the
control surface will jump between degrees as it follows the steps in the servo’s movement.
There have been many times when I set up models thinking I might need plus or minus 60° control
surface deflection, but after flying the model, I cut the throw in half using dual rates. I would have

had finer trim and model control if I had just set up the linkage to give me 30° of deflection using
the full servo arm arc instead of using half of it.
As I mentioned, it’s important to keep the control horn holes over the pivot point and the servo arm
perpendicular to the surface. However, if these attributes are changed, the control surface
deflections will become nonlinear, which can be useful if understood.
Moving the control horn behind or forward of the pivot point will make half of the deflection arc
nonlinear while the other half keeps its original deflection. For instance, if the control horn is
pushed back farther down the control surface away from the servo, the upward deflection will
remain linear and the downward deflection will exponentially increase with servo arm sweep.

This graph depicts the motion of the ideal control linkage and its variants, which are illustrated on the
left.

Moving the control horn forward of the pivot point will sometimes require a new control horn shape.
Notice on the graph how half of the range is linear, and half is exponential.

These illustrations show the alternative starting servo arm angles. The servo will still rotate plus or
minus 45° from this starting angle, which has a large effect on the control surface, as seen in the
graph.

This is especially useful when implemented on the ailerons. The control horn can be moved in
such a manner that the ailerons will bias toward more upward deflection and have less downward
deflection. This will create roll differential to help counter adverse yaw. Differential is something
that can be programmed on a radio, but doing it mechanically allows for simpler aircraft programs
and the latitude to use inline flight stabilizers.
Another way to create useful nonlinearity is to change the starting angle of the servo arm. Setting
up a linkage so that the control surface is at 0° with the servo arm clocked to 45°, for example, will
have a large effect on the deflection arc.
The control surface will have an exponentially larger deflection in whichever direction the servo
arm is clocked away from. This is why it’s a good idea when making ideal control linkages to
remake the connecting wire instead of just rotating the servo arm until everything aligns.
Sometimes it is not possible to keep the servo arm perfectly perpendicular because of the teeth on
the servo shaft. A few degrees off from the desired servo location won’t have an extreme effect,
but it might be a good idea to try to make the misalignment symmetric if it occurs on an aileron,
flap, or twin rudder servo.
Clocking the servo arm to an off angle acts similarly to exponential programming, but only in one
direction. This is sometimes useful for elevators or flaps, where these control surfaces primarily
move in the nose-up direction and don’t need much authority in the nose-down direction.
Good control linkage geometry is important, but conscious linkage geometry is more important!
This knowledge has changed the way that I look at control linkages when building models, and
now it’s something I look forward to working on! I hope this article has inspired you to play
around with your model linkages and see what can be done.

Fly straight or crooked as long as you fly!

